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BOOK REVIEWS

ARMY ANTS: A Study in Social Organization. T. C.
Schneirla. [Howard R. Topoff, ed.] 1971. Freeman,
San Francisco. xviii + 349 p., iIIus. $12.00.
Schneirla's death in 1968 truncated the production of

a significant contribution to both the myrmecology and
the study of social organization. It is to Topoff's credit
that he undertook to edit and publish the manuscript
which Schneirla had left unfinished.

The book is a catalog and summary of Schneirla's life
work on army ants, both in the field and in the labora-
tory. Unfortunately, the early chapters are repetitive and
loosely constructed. However, there are very few typo-
graphical errors or reversed captions. The book is abun-
dantly cross-referenced. There is an extensive bibliog-
raphy, a glossary, and an index.

A chapter is devoted to each of the following topics:
hivouacs, raiding, emigrations, broods, functional cycles
and nomadism, the queen, males and young queens, colony
division, the new colonies, ACllietlls, and the individual
and the colony. The chapter on the individual and the
colony and the final chapter, the Doryline Colony as an
Adaptive System, provide an excellent summary of ma-
terial presented in earlier pages and of Schneirla's find-
ings and hypotheses.

The complex nature of army ant behavior becomes ap-
parent from the following quotation (p. 284) : "The sys-
tems of events . . . , through their interdependence, pro-
vide a basis for impressive patterns of group organiza-
tion in the doryline colony. One set of the Queen's prop-
erties, her reproductive functions, is critical for the colony
functional cycle but owes its rhythm to repetitive changes
in stimulative and trophic effects exerted on the queen
from the general colony situation. Another set, account-
ing for her distinctive odor, gives a basis to normal pro-
cesses of communcation that keep her colony functioning
as a whole and apart from others of its species. Re-
ciprocal stimulative relationships between workers and
successive broods serVe to energize the colony's cyclic
functions and thus to account for their species-typical
timing. The impulsion of group foraging and the initia-
tiOl! and maintenance of the nomadic and statary condi-
tion in alternating phases depend upon differences in the
recillrocal-stimulative and trophic functions for which
changing developmental conditions of the brood are
critical. When the brood-excitation factor is high, colony
operations in appropriating space and food are corre-
spondingly hi!-(h and complex. These results occur be-
cause a qualitatively superior pattern of foraging can
arise in the nomadic situation, reaching a threshold at
which an emigration results almost invariably."
In the last chapter, the dory line colony is represented

as an adaptive system. The behavior of such a colony
with its cyclic patterns is dependent on structural, physi-
ological, hehavioral, and environmental factors. "Organ-

izations in function ... develop in aggregations of queen,
workers, and brood that are functioning under environ-
mental conditions appropriate for working out changes
in individual and interindividual behavior essential to
them . . . . Only in the sense of their development in
the group situation can the adaptivity of these group
processes be understood ... " (p. 285)

Schneirla inclines toward a monophyletic view of the
origin of dory line genera on the basis of both taxonomic
and behavioral data. He confines his discussion primarily
to the genera DorY/liS, AIl·omma, Aenietus, Ncivamy,·-
mes, and Eeiton. He envisages two major stocks from
which these genera arose: A) "an Aellietus-Iike ant
living in colonies of moderate size capable of mobility
and efficient action mainly on the surface, and B) a
Dono/lis-like ant with larger queens living in larger
colonies mainly adjusted to subterranean conditions." (P.
321. )
The book is important because its basic theory sup-

ports the contention that individual and group behavior,
even in insects, is a result of the interaction of the
genetic mechanisms and environmental factors, elimi-
nating a need for a concept of instinct. The individuals
in a colony have evolved into an adaptive system
"through the reduction of individuals and of their func-
tions to just the ones that contribute in one way or
another to efficiency in collective operations." (P. 326.)
Schneirla has shown the impressively complex nature

of doryline colony interactions, the complexity arising
from simple sequential stimuli to which each type of
individual in the colony reacts, forming an intricate
social organization. This book is an essential reference
for courses in social insects, animal behavior, and ento-
mology, and could be effectively used as collateral read-
ing for related undergraduate and graduate courses be-
cause of its nontechnical format.

A. F. VAN PELT
Greensboro College
Grecnsboro, N. C. 27402

PROBITANALYSIS, 3rd Edition by D. J. Finney. 1971.
Cambridge University Press. Cloth-bound only. $18.50.
This book was last issued as a reprint in 1962 and

is no longer available. The revised edition incorporates
many of the developments in statis~ical theory ':l~~ell
as some discussion of the more Important Criticisms
generally made of the probit method, especially as pre-
sented in the previous edition. The revised edition is
meant to be a complete account of the theory and appli-
cation of probit analysis. The purpose of the book re-
mains "to help the experimental scientist (especially
biologist) in the practice of a set of statistical techniques
that was becoming steadily more important."
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